ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
This paper examines the problem of optimizing the cost of the fuel and electricity consumed by a plug-in hybrid electric vehicle. The paper is motivated by the fact that PHEVs make it possible for two major infrastructures, the transportation infrastructure and the power grid, to exchange significant amounts of energy. In doing so, PHEVs make it possible to replace some of the petroleum currently being used for propulsion with other sources of energy [1] . To maximize this synergy, our overarching goal is to simultaneously optimize the cost of fuel and electricity consumption for a PHEV.
In pursuit of the above goal, this paper specifically compares the optimal fuel and electricity consumption costs associated with two supervisory control strategies for PHEVs. The first strategy, blending, uses fuel and electricity together for propulsion throughout a given drive cycle [2] [3] [4] . The second strategy is dubbed EV/CS because it operates in "Electric Vehicle" mode first, then switches to "Charge Sustenance" at a predefined SOC threshold [4, 5] . We compare these strategies using deterministic dynamic programming to ensure fairness, and implement the DDP algorithm in a novel manner using a backward-looking powertrain model instead of forward-looking models used in previous research [2, 3, 6] .
Previous research has shown that blending optimizes combined fuel and electricity costs for both parallel and power split PHEVs [2, 3, 6, 7] . Blending attains this optimality by employing the engine to slow down battery charge depletion, thereby minimizing the amount of time spent in charge sustenance. This is important because in the charge sustenance mode, the engine must (i) meet driver power demand, (ii) regulate battery SOC, while (iii) being mechanically coupled to the final drive. This combination of three requirements and constraints can tax engine efficiency significantly, making charge sustenance undesirable [3, 6] . In a series powertrain, the engine is mechanically decoupled from the final drive. We therefore conjecture -and show rigorously -that the difference in fuel and electricity cost between the blending and EV/CS strategies is not as pronounced for a series vehicle.
Previous research on optimal supervisory control strategies for PHEVs has focused on optimization methods [3, 6, [7] [8] [9] , the impact of different powertrain architectures [2, 4] , objectives, and driving scenarios [1, [10] [11] [12] . The optimal control methods applied include fuzzy logic techniques [8] , the equivalent fuel consumption minimization strategy (ECMS) [2, 7] , and dynamic programming approaches [3, 6, 9] , to name a few. A recent article by Pisu and Rizzoni compares these methods and the subsequent results obtained by using them to control a parallel hybrid powertrain [7] . Regardless of the optimization method used, the goal in hybrid power management is to minimize vehicle-level objective(s), such as fuel consumption, by optimally allocating driver power demand among different propulsion devices.
The DDP approach explicitly uses Bellman's principle for optimal control, and thus guarantees global optimality justifying its use for our work. The output of this process is a supervisory control trajectory that can be used to gain important physical insights and extract implementable rules for subsequent online power management.
This paper delves deeper into understanding the impact of optimizing already established supervisory control strategies and compares their performance for a series PHEV, given the previous attention to parallel and power split configurations. Recent articles [2, 13] compare the EV/CS and Blended control strategies for series, parallel and power-split architectures. They obtain implementable control rules and discuss the pros and cons of each architecture based on simulation results. They also assert the need for using globally optimal methods for a fair comparison. This motivates us to apply optimal control by using DDP for the series architecture. Due to the large size of the battery in a series PHEV, its SOC dynamics are very slow in terms percentage change in SOC. This makes the DDP implementation intractable due to numerical complications related to interpolation. Our approach of using a backward looking powertrain model to implement DDP resolves this issue.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the powertrain model and the drive cycles used in this work. Section 3 presents the DDP approach used for optimal power management. Finally, Section 4 discusses the optimization results and compares the performance of the two optimal control strategies.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
The optimal control problem is formulated as follows: Minimize
where J represents the cost function to be minimized is the total dollar cost of the gasoline and electric power used. The cost of gasoline in $c G /gallon and the cost of electricity is c E cents/kWh. x and u are the states and inputs of the system respectively and k is the time step. The admissible ranges of x and u are X and U respectively depending on constraints such as battery charging/discharging limits and engine speed limits.
In this section, the powertrain model is described and the equations used to model it are explained, and finally the drive cycles used in the optimization are presented.
PHEV Powertrain
The series electric powertrain model considered for this study is schematically shown in Figure 1 and the component sizes are listed in Table 1 . The dashed lines in Figure 1 indicate an electrical connection and the solid lines indicate mechanical connections. The power electronics are a parallel bus which splits the current between the generator, battery and the motor. Thus the engine power is converted to electrical power in the generator and is split between the motor and the battery in the power electronics depending on the wheel power demand. 
Model Representation
The system dynamics of the powertrain are represented as discrete time nonlinear state space equations through the function f (Eq. 2). A forward looking vehicle powertrain model was implemented and its energy usage was validated to a PSAT series powertrain model used in [10] . This model has 3 states: vehicle velocity (v), engine speed (ω e ) and SOC. Battery inputs used to control the model are the power demand by the driver, fuel flow rate to the engine and the torque demand to the generator (τ g ). The vehicle velocity is controlled by the power demand input, SOC is influenced by the generator torque demand input (τ g ) and ω e is controlled through engine fuel flow rate and τ g .
Backward Looking Powertrain Model. Due to the large size of the battery, its SOC dynamics are very slow in terms percentage change in SOC. For example, drawing 32.2 kW of power (which is a reasonable average power demand) from the battery causes its SOC to drop by only 0.13 % over two seconds. Accurately capturing these system dynamics means the SOC grid needs a large number of points to avoid interpolation issues involved in the DDP (on the order of thousands of grid points). This makes the problem computationally intractable. The advantages of using a backward looking model, which include computational tractability are explained further in Section 3.1. This backward looking model is essentially the inverse of the above described powertrain model (Eq. 2) and can be written as
Eq. (3) is the description of the backward model in which given the current (x(k)) and future (x(k+1)) states, the inputs required for this transition can be calculated. This model starts from the fact that the motor power demand is satisfied by a combination of generator and battery powers at every time step in the previously implemented forward looking model. The power demand trace at the wheels obtained from the drive cycle is converted to the motor electrical power demand which is supplied by the power electronics through the following set of equations.
, ,
A constant final drive efficiency (η fd ) of 97% is assumed to calculate the motor mechanical power demand (P m,mech_dmd ). The motor electrical power demand (P e,mech_dmd ), as seen at the power electronics is obtained considering the operating efficiency of motor (η m ) through a static map (f m,map ).
The rest of the backward model is described as follows. Given the current (SOC(k)) and future state of charge (SOC(k+1)), the battery current (I b ) and its power output (P b ) can be calculated as
where ∆t is the time step for the DDP framework and it is chosen as 2 seconds. Knowing the battery power (P b ) supplied to the power electronics and given the motor electric power demand (P e,mech_dmd ), assuming no inefficiencies in the power electronics, the generator power output can be calculated by
As generator torque demand is one of the inputs to the powertrain in the forward looking model formulation it is the output in the backward looking model. Knowing the generator power (P g ) and its operating speed (ω g ), a fixed point iteration approach is used to obtain its operating efficiency (η g ). The torque demand (τ g ) is thus calculated as ) , (
The current and future engine operating speeds are known because engine speed is a state of the system. Using the above generator torque demand (τ g ), the engine torque output can be calculated as ( ( 
Finally, using the engine operating speed and the above torque output the fuel flow rate to the engine is calculated using a static map. In this manner the two inputs (fuel flow rate and generator torque demand) of the system are calculated for a given transition of the states from (ω e (k), SOC(k)) to (ω e (k+1), SOC(k+1)). A diagrammatic description of the above described powertrain model used in the DDP formulation is presented in Figure 2 .
FIGURE 2. BACKWARD LOOKING POWERTRAIN MODEL

Naturalistic Drive Cycles
Three drive cycles are used as inputs to the PHEV powertrain. These drive cycles represent naturalistic driving and were collected at UMTRI (University of Michigan Figure 3 is a graph of the drive cycle velocity as a function of distance. The Highway and Repeated Urban drive cycles are chosen to show the effect of driving style and traffic conditions on the comparison of the two optimal control solutions. To compare the results from an urban cycle to that of a highway cycle, we repeat the urban drive cycle to be roughly the same distance as the highway cycle. The Medium Length drive cycle is chosen to be a drive cycle that is just slightly longer than the charge depleting distance in order to have some charge sustaining operation. Naturalistic Drive Cycles capture the power demands and driving distances of the real world much more accurately than certification cycles like UDDS [4, 10, 15] . Hence their inclusion enhances the relevance of the optimal control strategies derived here for use in series PHEV powertrains.
FIGURE 3. NATURALISTIC DRIVE CYCLES
OPTIMAL CONTROL
The optimal control problem described by Eq. (1) and (2) is solved for the system described in Figure 2 for minimizing an objective which is the total cost for a chosen trip. The control inputs in this problem are the fuel flow rate and generator torque demand.
Two optimal control strategies (EV/CS and Blending) are obtained for different cases and their performance is compared. The optimal EV/CS solution has an extra constraint compared to the optimal Blending solution. This constraint does not allow engine operation before the battery is depleted to a threshold SOC = 0.4. Both the strategies are separately optimized for different drive cycles (figure 3) to understand the impact of 1) driving style, and traffic conditions, 2) different gasoline price scenarios to understand the impact of varying the gasoline and electricity costs. The same DDP algorithm is used to optimize both the control strategies to ensure a fair comparison of their performance. The algorithm setup is discussed next and the differences compared to the previous DDP approaches in powertrain applications are highlighted.
Deterministic Dynamic Programming (DDP)
The DDP algorithm used for optimal control is based on Bellman's Optimality Principle and is written as ))} 1
where c(x i (k),x j (k+1)) is the cost of transitioning from state x i at time k to x j at time k+1 and V(k,x i (k)) is the optimal cost to go from state x i at time k to the final time T f . The state space is divided into a finite number of states at every time that belong to the set
can be read as the optimal cost to go from state x i at time k is equal to the cost of transitioning from state x i at time k to state x j at time k+1 plus the optimal cost to go from x j at time k+1 minimized over all possible transitions to states in X(k+1). This equation is evaluated starting from final time T f , where the cost to go function at the final time is initialized to zero for all states
Using Eq. 10, for every state at time step T f -1, we obtain the optimal cost to go for every state at T f -1 as
)). This process is repeated till the initial time where V(1,X(1)) is calculated. V(1,X(1))
gives the optimal cost to go from every state at initial time and is used to find the appropriate optimal initial state and the consequent optimal trajectories.
In the above method to obtain the cost c(x i (k),x j (k+1)), the backward looking model described in Figure 2 is used. Previous numerical approaches [2, 7] have considered an algorithm of the form ( , ( )) min{ ( ( ), ( )) ( ,
where a forward looking model is used to obtain the cost c(x i (k),u j (k)) and interpolation methods are used to obtain V(k+1,x j (k+1)). Due to the large size of the battery in the series PHEV, its SOC dynamics are very slow in terms of percentage change in SOC. Hence a large grid would be required to ensure the interpolation methods capture the dynamics. This makes the problem computationally intractable. The use of the backward looking model with the DDP algorithm setup shown in Eq. (10) has the following advantages. First, the algorithm setup does not require interpolations as only transitions to states in X(k+1) are considered. Second, when considering the set X(k+1) of all possible future states, the battery charge/discharge power limits and other constraints are used to limit the set of allowable future states. This drastically reduces the number of powertrain simulations and overcomes accuracy issues (discussed in [9] ) with implementing the constraints. These two key advantages make the DDP problem computationally feasible in our case.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The performance of an optimal blending solution is compared to an optimal EV/CS solution in this section. First, the case with no electricity costs (or the problem of minimizing gasoline consumption only) is analyzed for the highway (62.5 mi) and the repeated urban cycles (60.6 mi). Then the effect of different pricing ratios is analyzed by changing the gasoline prices from $1/gallon to $2.5/gallon while keeping the electricity price fixed at 10 cents/kWh. Finally the two optimal control strategies are compared for the medium length drive cycle (44.2 mi) to understand their behavior for a different drive cycle length. In all the cases the performance of each optimal control solution is judged based on the objective achieved. The minimum allowable SOC is 0.3 while the charge sustaining threshold SOC defined for the EV/CS case as the SOC below which engine usage is allowed is set at 0.4. Figures 4 and 5 show a comparison of the fuel and battery energy consumption for the highway and repeated urban drive cycles. Observations from these graphs are: 1) For minimizing gasoline consumption over a long trip the optimal EV/CS strategy consumes about 1% more gasoline than the optimal blended strategy 2) This performance comparison is independent of the nature of driving, i.e. highway or urban.
Minimizing Gasoline Consumption
.
FIGURE 4. COMPARISON OF OPTIMAL SOLUTIONS FOR MINIMIZING GASOLINE CONSUMPTION (HIGHWAY CYCLE) FIGURE 5. COMPARISON OF OPTIMAL SOLUTIONS FOR MINIMIZING GASOLINE CONSUMPTION (URBAN CYCLE)
Engine operation for the two optimal solutions for the highway cycle is shown in Figure 6 . The contours indicate the amount of fuel consumed on a BSFC map. The engine operation in both the cases is close to the optimal efficiency line and has a similar pattern. This is possible mainly due to the engine being mechanically disconnected from the wheels. The small difference in fuel consumption between the two strategies is due to the losses occurring in the battery internal resistance. In the optimal EV/CS strategy due to the constraint that the engine cannot be used until the threshold SOC is reached, a larger fraction of the engine power is used to sustain the charge in the battery once engine usage is allowed. As more current flows through the battery the resistance losses are higher. Since the resistance losses are so small compared to the actual power going through the circuits this phenomenon does not have a significant impact on gasoline/energy consumption.
FIGURE 6. ENGINE FUEL USAGE ON BSFC MAP FOR HIGHWAY CYCLE (BLENDING ABOVE, EV/CS BELOW)
Minimizing Combined Fuel and Electricity costs
Since we are investigating control strategies for a PHEV it is necessary to consider some cost of electricity usage. To understand the effect of different pricing ratios between gasoline and electricity, gasoline cost was varied between $1/gallon to $2.5/gallon while keeping the electricity price fixed at 10 cents/kWh. Complete results are shown in Tables 1  and 2 of Annex A. In the previous sub-section we showed that the comparison between the two optimal control strategies is independent of the nature of the drive cycle as long as they are roughly of the same distance. In this sub-section the results for the highway cycle will be discussed and the same trends and conclusions were observed for the repeated urban cycle.
In the case when gasoline is $1/gallon, it is used to charge up the battery as well as power the wheels, as shown in Figure  7 . For the optimal EV/CS case the engine is not allowed to be used till the threshold SOC of 0.4 is reached, but once that constraint is lifted the engine aggressively charges up the battery. The final SOC is the same in both the optimal cases while the fuel usage for the EV/CS is less than 3% higher than the blended case. The engine operation for the EV/CS case is more concentrated towards the higher BSFC regions (Figure 8 ) due to more aggressive engine usage. Overall engine usage efficiency (defined as energy out divided by fuel energy in) for EV/CS is 33.6% vs. 33.4% for the blending solution. Again, such high efficiencies are possible because the engine is mechanically not connected to the wheels like in a power-split PHEV. The difference in the battery internal resistance losses between the two optimal solutions are also higher than in the gasoline only case in the previous sub-section as there is a larger difference between the two solutions in terms of the amount of power that flows through the battery. These competing effects result in a slightly higher operating cost for the trip (2.6% more) for EV/CS than for the blending case.
For the case when gasoline price is $2.5/gallon, both the optimal control solutions produce the same result. This is the same as when the objective was to minimize gasoline only ( Figures 9 and 4) . The engine operation for the optimal results shown in Figure 9 is the same as those shown in Figure 6 . As gas prices are increased the relative cost of electricity reduces and hence for all gas prices between $1 and $2.5 we get a range of solutions which charge up the battery when gas is cheaper and use up the battery when gas is expensive. From the results shown in Annex A, we can see that there are no significant differences between the performance (in terms of $ costs) of an optimal EV/CS or an optimal blended strategy. The optimal solutions still show the same trends, i.e. charge up the battery when gas is $1/gallon and use battery energy when gas is $2.5/gallon. In Figure 10 the fuel and electrical energy consumption for the two control strategies are not the same. This is a difference between the medium length cycle as compared to the longer cycles ( Figure 7) . The optimal EV/CS strategy does not have enough time to charge up the battery after it reaches the threshold SOC. The engine operation shown in Figure 11 is extremely aggressive and less efficient for the EV/CS case. Engine overall operating efficiencies are 32.7% for EV/CS and 33.4% for blending. Despite these differences the costs of the trip is within 2%, with EV/CS being worse. For the cases when gas prices are higher the differences between the solutions and the performance of the two control strategies is even lower. Table 3 in Annex A shows that the performance of the two strategies is similar for all gas prices.
Thus the length of the drive cycle affects the solutions of the two optimal control strategies as observed in the traces in Figure 10 and engine operation in Figure 11 , but the costs of the trip are not significantly different in the two cases (Table 3 in Annex A). Exploration of the effect of a wider range of distances (from 2mi to 100 mi) on the performance of these two optimal control strategies is part of our future research.
CONCLUSIONS
A fair comparison of two supervisory control strategies for PHEVs, namely Blending and EV/CS was performed using a dynamic programming framework. The unique contributions of this work were the results showing there is no significant difference in the performance of the control strategies for a series PHEV and resolving the challenges in the implementation of DDP for this system. In addition, relevance of the findings is enhanced through the use of naturalistic drive cycles as inputs.
Due to the large size of the batteries used in series PHEVs, capturing the battery's SOC dynamics was a computational challenge. This problem was resolved through the consideration of a backward looking model and through a finer state space gridding. This method also avoided the need of interpolation methods for the dynamic programming.
Optimal state and control trajectories for different driving conditions show that there is no significant difference in the performance of both the control strategies for the series PHEV unlike that observed in the literature for the performance of the two control strategies for parallel and power-split PHEVs. The reason for the optimality is due to the flexibility of operating the engine at its 'sweet spot' and the relatively small losses in the battery.
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